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Q&A: World of Fiery Webinar – Linearization 

Q. Is it possible to create a profile with color/white/color layers for a backlit print? 

A.  No, profiles cannot be created where multiple color channels are interleaved with a white layer.  This needs to be accomplished 
on the VUTEk VUE software, assuming that you are referring to the use of an EFI™ VUTEk® printer. 

Q. Is it possible to create an it8 file in verify based on a newly created profile? 

A.  There should be no need.  When you measure a target, the .it8 file is automatically stored in 
C:\Users\Administrator\Documents\Fiery Color Profiler Suite 4\Printer Profiler. 

Q. We use a GS3250 LXr Pro with Fiery XF and have created a linearization with our media that is produced for us. 
So we have our own EPL and ICC. We have an issue with relinearization it will not allow it. It tells us to go back to 
ink limits. Also the optimization does not improve the profile. What is the solution for this? Our situation is that we 
are producing something that needs to remain color consistent as much as possible. The ink could change and the 
media could change? 

A.  There were certain versions of Fiery XF that did not allow for relinearization of VUTEk printers.  As to the optimization issue, it is 
most likely that the reference profile has too many colors that are out-of-gamut when compared to your media profile.  You could try 
to use a reference profile with a smaller gamut, or copy the media profile into the Reference Profiles folder, select that as the 
reference profile, and use it for optimization, essentially, optimizing the printer to itself to correct for drift over time. 

Q. We have launched a collection of colors that cannot change so we need to match these colors and stay in this 
space. 

A.  The best way is to define them as L*a*b* values in the spot color library.  Then, Fiery XF will create the best "recipe" for each 
color based upon the selected media profile. 

Q. Can I use P2P51 targets to adjust curves for gray balance before profiling? 

A.  Yes, this can be done.  It is explained in the G7 documents on Help.efi.com, and can also be access from this session landing 
page - http://webinar.efi.com/WorldofFiery2016/Oct19. 

Q. Are you able to apply a G7 curve - with or without color management turned on? Meaning, full gamut or limited to 
a simulation space? 

A.  Yes. You would create a "G7 .vcc curve" and select it on the media tab.  It is explained in the G7 documents in Help.efi.com, 
which are also part of the follow-up resources you will receive from this session within a few days. 

Q. Is there an HT driver for the Roland RT or XT 640? 

A.  We currently support the Roland Texart RT-640 in CMYK mode which I believe uses the CT driver.  We are constantly adding to 
our list of available drivers and may add additional drivers for the RT as well as support for the Texart XT-640 in the future. 

http://webinar.efi.com/WorldofFiery2016/Oct19
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Q. In max ink screen, for EPSON® printers, what paper selection should you use for matte papers? 

A.  You first need to decide on whether you want to use the matte black or photo gloss black ink.  Then, if you are using the matte 
ink, I would start with the Singleweight or Doubleweight Matte depending upon your media.  If using the photo gloss black ink, select 
a Premium Photo Paper that matches your surface and thickness. 

Q. When printing a Gray Gradient, we get a magenta band about 40% through the gradient. When we turn Color 
Management off, it goes away but of course all our other colors are dull so we can't use that option. 

A.  You need to start by turning off individual components such as any .vcc or .3cc files.  Then, if you turn off color management, only 
the .epl is being used.  If the .epl looks like it is OK, you can try to build a new media profile on top of it.  Perhaps a measurement 
was incorrect when measuring the original target.  Another way to test would be to use a different calibration set and see if you have 
the same problem. 

Q. If I have more than one Roland printer, how can I make those printers print out the same color? 

A.  You would build a normal linearization file for each printer.  Then, determine which printer has the smallest gamut.  Optimize that 
printer, and use the optimization .IT8 measurement file from the Working folder as the target for optimizing the other printers.  More 
will be covered on this in the next session - Profiling and Optimization in Fiery proServer and Fiery XF.  If none of this addresses the 
issue, please contact EFI Wide Format Support (fierywideformatsupport@efi.com). 

Q. If my substrate is Kodak satin rapid dry and my device is an EPSON® 9900, is the premium semimatte photo 
paper a good option for that or luster paper? 

A.  I would use the Semimatte Photo Paper. 

Q. I wonder if you could briefly touch on the Total Ink Limiting with regard to UV inks and machines as it is difficult 
to check for "wetness" since the Inks are not air-drying. 

A.  If you look at the Advanced area after the first target is measured and you see that the inks have been limited, that is a good start.  
Then, when you print the second chart, look at the darkest patch for each color.  These represent your new 100% values.  If you 
detect ink "piling" or other physical issues, you can go back to the previous panel, go into the advanced section, and lower the per 
channel ink limit for that color.  Then repeat this test. 

Q. I missed where to select one driver over another. Where could I find that information? 

A. The presentation, the session recording, plus any resources mentioned during our live session are available on the session 
landing page - http://webinar.efi.com/WorldofFiery2016/Oct19. 

Q. Can Linearization be done on dark coloured substrates, or should it only be done on white substrates? 90% of 
what we print is using white Ink on black vinyl and we're having difficulty hitting specific Pantones when profiling 
for dark substrates. 

A.  For best results, linearization should be performed using the same media that you will be using to print production work.  If you 
are unable to hit specific Pantone colors, it is possible that they are out-of-gamut.  You can try to optimize these spot colors to see if 
you can improve the results if the colors are in-gamut, or duplicate them in the spot color library and manually edit the color 
specification for a better match. 

https://www.efi.com/marketing/fiery-servers-and-software/webinars/wof/webinar-series/2016/2016-webinar-series-wide-format/
mailto:fierywideformatsupport@efi.com
http://webinar.efi.com/WorldofFiery2016/Oct19
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Q. Occasionally on the Quality Control print, I get a brown reversal in the three colour scale, reducing the total ink 
limit seems to help. Any reason for this or another fix? 

A.  This appears to be a common issue that I often see myself.  We are investigating this issue, but in these darker areas, black is 
most commonly the primary ink used as called for by the ICC profile and either negates or hides this issue.  Some users have 
reported that reducing the total ink limit has eliminated this issue but this will be done at the expense of loss of gamut.  For the 
moment, if the ICC Profile compensates for this problem and you do not see any reversal in the dark areas of your prints I would 
ignore the problem. 

Q. Fiery XF 4.5 for our JV3-160SP does not give any specific driver options. Are any of these driver differences 
important to our situation?  

A.  Although I cannot speak to Fiery XF 4.5, which is very old, the current version contains 4, 6, and 7 color drivers, all HT. 

Q. How do we get a good grey balance? Ours always seems to have a cast, usually in the lighter area? 

A.  First, I would investigate the UV content of the media, the viewing lighting conditions, and the spectrophotometer illuminate 
settings and ensure that they are all appropriate.  If you need to adjust, you can try optimization, and if that proves insufficient, use 
the Visual Correction option in Color Tools to add an adjustment curve to your output device.  You could also add a G7 type gray 
balance curve to your output device as described in Help.efi.com. 

Q. In the HT driver, at the light ink amount control step, does it control the amount of the Lc ink "in addition to 
Normal Cyan" at solid?  Does it mean I cannot control the maximum ink amount of Lc when I set 0% for Lc in solid 
and curve shape is set to mountain shape? 

A.  The former.  In the advanced area on the settings pane you are only setting how much light ink is added to the normal ink at the 
solid level.  In the advanced area of the second pane, after you measure the target, is where you set the maximum amount of ink for 
the primary inks.  This area will affect both light and normal inks proportionally.  

Q. Dot gain should be 40 or 50? 

A.  It doesn't matter.  This setting simply refers to the fact that, in different parts of the world, users on a press calculate dot gain (TVI) 
at either the 40% or the 50% level.  Since I recommend that you do not modify the curves on this pane, it really should not impact 
anything. 

Q. What is the fastest way to relinearize or optimize 3 workflows, (GRACoL, SWOP 3 and SWOP 5), with one printer 
using the same paper (shortest time and fewest charts printed). 

A.  I'll cover this in the next session - Profiling and Optimization in Fiery proServer and Fiery XF - but, briefly, you would only need to 
optimize the workflow that uses the largest reference color gamut (GRACoL in your example) and then use the resulting .3cc file in 
the two SWOP workflows.   

Q. Please do make these ink limiting tools and visual test charts available to EPSON® users on Fiery XF! That would 
be awesome! 

A.  Thank you for the very clear feedback, we will make sure that this is passed to Product Management.  

http://help.efi.com/index/index.html#pro
https://www.efi.com/marketing/fiery-servers-and-software/webinars/wof/webinar-series/2016/2016-webinar-series-wide-format/
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Q. For fine art reproduction using RGB scans as tiff files dropped into the RIP, would you recommend the RGB or 
CT driver for the best match in the photo and artwork world? What would be the pros and cons? Would the HT 
driver have any benefit in this market? 

A.  I cannot see where the HT driver would offer any benefit in this area.  I have seen, on some printers, a larger available gamut 
when using the RGB driver.  If repeatability over time is an issue, consider the CT driver.  

Q. Where do you set the M0, M2, M3 filter for Barbieri Devices in the settings in the main LIN? 

A.  On the Settings pane, after selecting the device from the drop-down menu, click on the Settings button.  In the window that 
appears, you will be able to select the desired illuminate. 

Q. How can we check that a printer doesn't drift in color after base linearization? 

A.  The best way is to use the Color Verifier option so you can continually monitor your system.  If you do not have Color Verifier, 
print out sample images covering a broad spectrum of colors and densities and store in a cool dark location.  Regularly reprint the 
test file(s) and compare to the original.  When you detect too much of a change, it is time to take action; relinearize, re-optimize, or 
rebuild your profile. 

Q. Should we start profiling on quality media first, and then on the customers media (only to adjust the ink limits)? 

A.  In UV printing, users often build a calibration set on the highest quality media or the most important media, or the media that their 
most important client uses first.  Then, test and see if that same calibration set can be used with other media and build any additional 
calibration sets where this one does not give satisfactory results. 

For aqueous inkjet, it is the same concept, but expect that you will not be able to use a single calibration set for many, if any, 
additional media. 

Q. The questions I have would be for the profiling webinar? 

A. As a reminder, there is an additional session on Profiling and Optimization in Fiery proServer and Fiery XF on November 30 2016.  

Q. Where can I find a copy of this presentation? 

A. The presentation, the session recording, plus any resources mentioned during our live session are available on the session 
landing page - http://webinar.efi.com/WorldofFiery2016/Oct19. 

 

https://www.efi.com/marketing/fiery-servers-and-software/webinars/wof/webinar-series/2016/2016-webinar-series-wide-format/
http://webinar.efi.com/WorldofFiery2016/Oct19
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